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( ) *Whox did Jane believe tx to have told Mike to kiss pgx?
( )a. Bob switched to Harvard.
b. *Harvard was switched to by Bob.
c. *Harvard is hard to switch to.
d. *It was Harvard that they never considered the possibility that he switched to.
( )a. They sang his praises/*them.
b. *His praises were sung/are hard to sing.
( )a. *Such salesmen have burned me before.
b. I have been burned by such salesmen before.
c. *I am hard for such salesmen to burn.
( )a. That movie starred Lulu Laboomboom.
b. *L. L. was starred by that movie/was hard for that movie to star.
c. *What actress did that film star?
( )a. The moon/Mike survived the solar explosion.
b. The solar explosion was survived by Mike/*the moon.
( )a. The king appeared sick on the Oprah show.
b. The king appeared often on the Oprah show.
c. The O. show was *appeared sick/often appeared on by the king.
( )a. Nobody denied/doubted/failed to prove that Mary knew anything/*squat.
( )a. He ate nothing, not even beans.
b. He ate squat, (*not even beans).
c. Many/Few people know anything/*squat.
(70)a. It was Mike that she bought a picture of.
b. *It was Mike that your present was a picture of
c. *It was Mike that they turned that rock into a carving of.
d. It was Mike that they made a carving of out of my rock.
*Himself, Mike praised after I described pg to Mary/himself).
*It was himself that pictures of led Mike to talk about.
Note that:
( ) Pictures of himself led Mike to talk about himself
is good, so a pure 'feature matching' approach will not evidently suffice.
( )a. Under those conditions what do you think he should do?
b. In that bar, what do you think he should do?
c. *In that bar, what do you think he should put/place?
d. *In that barx, what do you think he said {I should do tx}?
e. OkIn that bar, what do you think he said {I should do} tx?
( )a. Nobody believes that Bob really bought pictures of anyone.
b. *Nobody believes that pictures of anyone, Bob really bought.

( ) Properties of want + NPx + toVP
a. no passive
b. no o-raising, o-deletion, p-gap,
c. inseparable from want by adverb
d. permits want + NP + upstairs adverb
e. no right extractions
f. no extraction from selective islands
g. ok NPx = anaphor
h. no null AS *Joe won honestly, as I wanted to be obvious.
i. no invisible NEX there
j. ok want it to seem/contrast *believe it to seem
k. no squat
l.1 *I want infinitive to be illegal like *I believe to sing to be illegal.
2. *I want that S to be obvious.
m. yes pronoun obviation *Ed1 wants him1 to win.
n. *we want 3 books each to be published vs. we proved 3 books each to have been
published.
o. no in situ who(m) *wanting whom to win is a waste of time/vs ?believing whom to
be Italian is foolish.
( ) we prevented 3 things each from happening.
( ) signal to is like transitive appeal to,
( ) There are many colors to discuss/*paint your house.
( )a. Who did you vow/swear/to to stop smoking?
b.* Zeus was hard to vow/swear to to stop smoking.
( )a. She appealed to the judge = (i) asked/(ii) was attractive to
b. Which judge did they arrest everyone who appealed to? = (i)/*(ii)
c. Which judge was Joan difficult to convince I appealed to?= (i)/*(ii)
( )a. I can't believe it that she would do that. = distinct verb, meaning 'surprise'
b. *It can't be believed that S/ c. *No matter how long you can't believe it that she
stood on one foot,...
( ) PATH FACTS FOR HAJ
a. I came back to Chicago from Denver.
b. *I came to Chicago back from Denver
c. Bob went from Chicago to Denver to LA.
d. From Chicago, Bob went to Denver (*to La).
( )a. PASSIVE--gapping
a. Peter was believed to have played football and Mary (*was) to have played
baseball.
b.
( )a. a woman who I would prefer it if under those C. was not hired.
b. *a woman who I would resign if under those C. was not hired.
( )a. It was Louise that Tom asked me why you wanted Greg to call___.
b. *It was Louise that Tom asked me why you wanted ___ to call Greg.
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c. ?It was Louise that Tom asked me why you believed __to have called Greg.
)a. It was Bob thatz they know whox she convinced x that I hated z.
b. *It was Bob that z they know whox it mattered to x that you hated z.
)a. It was Mike thatz Joex was hard to convince x that Greta had appealed to z.
b. Joe was hard to convince Greta had appealed to Mike.
) a. *How do you think that Joe, he fixed the car?
b. *Nobody believes that Joe, he knows squat.
c. *Who believes that Joe, he knows what?
)a. *We discussed the year 1959 during it/itself?
b. *We discussed Chicago in it/itself.
c. *We discussed that brothel in it/itself.
) *It was Bob that they arrested everyone who told __to call me.

( )a. *Joe ate more apples than Bill wanted __ to be peeled.
b. *No matter how many apples Bill wants to be peeled...
( )a. Nobody but himself wants Joe to win.
b. Nobody but himself believes Joe to be clever.
c. *Nobody but himself believes that Joe is clever.
( )a. It is that he is honest that I don't believe/*hold/*feel.
b. They said he was honest, which I don't believe/*hold/*feel.
( )a. ?a woman who Mike convinced friends of __ that under certain circumstances
---- could be really beautiful
b. *a woman who Mike convinced friends of (that) could be really beautiful
( )a. Mike should lose 50 pounds, which he is eager to.
b. *You should find Mike/him, which he is easy to
c. Mike should lose 50 pounds, which it is easy to.
( )a. a man who assaulted a nurse1 criticized Ted and so did *that nurse1/*she1.
b. a man who assaulted a nurse1 criticized that nurse1 and so did *that
nurse1/*she1.
( ) one gorilla ate two others so did one hyena.
( )a. It can rain without snowing.
b. There can be riots without being floods.
c. There can be riots without it raining/*without raining.
d. *It can (not) rain without being clouds.
( )a. Nobody but himself screwed up Harry's health/*computer.
b. eating paint screwed up Harry's health/*computer.
c. Harry's health depends on not shooting himself/eating plutonium burgers.
d. *My health depends on not shooting himself.
e. Frank/my health depends on that.
f. That is depended on by Frank/*my health.
( )a. Who1 did they kill after pasting pictures of on him*1/ok2.
( )a. Who1 did they convince friends of t1 that I would call him1.
b. *Who1 did they convince friends of t1 to call him1
c. crucial example (barring Fiengo facts)

?Who1 did you convince [friends of t1]2 that they2 should call him1.
( )a. *Which man1 did friends of seem to hate him1?
b. *Which man1 did friends of want to call him1?
(G) correlation between where extraction and subject extraction under adverb effect
(1) regret a. ok where (the place where I regret that I used to live/escape from
b. ok the woman who I regret that under those condition will lose her
mind.
(2) too + infin a. ok where the place where they were too sceptical to believe he
could escape from
b. the woman who Joe is too smart to believe that under those
conditions could help us (but not highest subject)
(3) Lakoff A-scenario a. ok where the place where Joe went to the store, bought
beer, got drunk and lost his wallet ___
b. the woman who Joe went to the store, bought beer and convinced that under
the right circumstances could achieve amorous delights
(4) prefer it if a. the woman who I would prefer it if under those conditions were not
rehired
b. the place where I would prefer it if she placed her foot
(5) cleft that S a. *who was it Thursday that under those conditions made a scene.
b. *Where was it Thursday that John made a scene.
(6) never fronting island
a. the guy who I am sure that never......
b. ?the place where I am sure that never can he escape from
(7) Nom gerund
a. ?the guy who they discussed proving that under those conditions could have
done it
b. ?the place where they discussed proving Joe had put the money/escaped from
(8) everyheaded relative
a. *It was that woman who they arrested everyone who said that under those
conditions could have done it.
b.* It was there that they arrested everyone who put their finger.
(9) annoys me that S factive
a. *the woman who it annoyed me that under those conditions lied
b. *the place where it annoyed me that she put her finger/left from
(10) whether clause
a. the woman who they asked me whether under those conditions might win
b. the place where they asked me whether she left from
(11) How Q
a. the woman who they asked me how under those Cs could give birth.....
b. the place where they asked me how she could have left from
(12) Nonfinite adjunct
a. *the woman who they screamed after claiming that under those conditions would
die (but not highest subject)
b. *the place where they screamed after leaving from
(13)a. It was Edna/himself1 that Joe1 convinced that he1 should praise.

b. *Who1 did you convince 1 that he1 should say Bob abused 1
c. *Who1 did they convince 1 that Joe believed 1 liked me.
d.?? Who1 did they convince 1 that Joe believed that under those conditions 1
would like me
(14) a. your son is not, *as you bragged, a genius
b. *as was bragged by sidney
c. *as was complained
d.* as was gestured
e. *as was commented
f. as was cabled
g. as was broadcast
h. *as was replied/responded/answered
i. *as was sneered
j. *as you grunted/moaned/groaned
( ) Some random antipronominal contexts
a. color
b. names
c. there
4. PNs
5. which version did they tell you to review of Barriers?
6. borne in June/*it
7. mind
8. enter the army/*it
9. pay 500/*it
10. travel 500 miles/*them
11. discuss that brothel1 in *it1
12 a great deal/*it remains of his brain
13. bespeak/betray
14. weigh/cost
( )a. Who did they ask you whether you mentioned
i. " that to
ii null to that S
iii it to that S
b. It was Myrna that they discussed the possibility that he never mentioned i/ii/iii
c. It was Bob that everyone who mention i/ii/iii hated

